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Review:
The Warramunga’s War is a stupendous epic story with an exceptional storyline which is full of twists and
turns. It recounts the friendship between two friends, Jamie and Jacko, which are soldiers fighting in the
Middle East and Egypt during World War II. They become friends when Jacko heroically saves Jamie’s life.
Following their adventures, readers find that they are assigned and complete several charges and
undertakings in various fields of action. Jamie is Lieutenant James Munro, he is an officer in the Australian
Army. With Jacko, Sergeant Jack O’Brien, as an educated Australian who is half-white and half Warramunga an Australian aboriginal tribe soldier. Their friendship and commitment to one another is the main theme of
the book.
There is a lot going on in this story, and it is written with expertise and skill. It is an amazing original multigenre story which includes: history, war, espionage and much mystery. I thoroughly enjoyed the espionage
and mystery aspects of the narrative. Not only does the perplexities fit together tightly, but author Greg
Kater brings in a collection of intense characters that add taste and attention to the dilemma.
The Warramunga’s War is filled with interesting characters that are colorful, with personalities that draw the
reader in. They are well developed and fleshed out which makes for a great story and exceptional read.
The plot is full and flows like water. It is intense and compelling. The writing is augmented as the main action
goes from Egypt to Australia, which is the home for the main characters. The first part of the book is set in
Egypt during World War II, while the second part is in Australia. The marvellous illustrative writing not only
intensifies the characters but fully highlights the descriptions of the countries and settings. I fully enjoyed
the way Greg Kater described Central Australia, the individuals, the cultures and the bountiful country.
I completely and thoroughly enjoyed The Warramunga’s War. It is the best historical, war and espionage
book I have ever read. I was entirely engaged, unable to put it down, It is an enjoyable and delightfully
entertaining book to read. It is filled with anticipation, peril, unpredictability and bravery. I look forward to
reading more by Greg Kater. Artisan Book Reviews highly recommends The Warramunga’s War to all avid
discerning readers.
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